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ABSTRACT 
   In modern society, public relations management is becoming an important tool for 
government departments to communicate, implement policy and establish the image, 
and is also one of governmental functions. Since the 18th CPC National Congress, 
China's economic and social reform has been accelerating, the modernization of 
national governance capacity requirements continue to improve, the tax department as 
an important stage of economic development, the degree of concern and the 
complexity of work will continue to enhance. The analysis and research of public 
relations management in the tax department is conducive to better implementing tax 
functions and improving the tax compliance of taxpayers to serve the economic and 
social development. 
    In order to study the current situation of public relations management in our 
country, and put forward policy suggestions which are really fit for the practical work, 
this paper makes a careful study on public relations, modern public relations 
management and theory of communication effect etc. Under the guidance of the 
theory, this paper adopts questionnaire survey from tax departments in Guangdong tax 
system. Based on the actual situation, this paper finds out the existing problems and 
puts forward relevant suggestions to improve the public relations management in tax 
department.   
    This paper is divided into four chapters as follows: the first chapter is the 
introduction part. It mainly describes the background, significance, research methods, 
the structure, main contents and the innovations and shortcomings. Meanwhile, it 
summarizes the research of public relations management in domestic and foreign 
government in tax department. The second chapter, author analyzes the connotation of 
the public relations management of the tax department. The overall framework and 
specific content of the public relations management of the tax department is analyzed 
based on the tax revenue and the characteristics of the tax department. In the third 
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our country's tax department as an example of Guangdong national tax system. This 
paper adopts the data analysis and the questionnaire survey to find out five accepts of 
problems including the management awareness, target positioning, communication 
effect, management mechanism, and resource protection. The fourth chapter, based on 
theoretical analysis and investigation analysis, this paper puts forward a series of 
policy recommendations to enhance the consciousness of public relations, clear 
objectives of public relations, enhance PR communication efficiency, improve the 
public relations management mechanism, strengthen the management of public 
resources security etc. 
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